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Data-Driven Empathy
Digital Performance through

Generative AI and GA4



Services: Spacecraft launch services, spaceport

Audience: Commercial satellite operators
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Traffic

LEADS

Conversion Rate



Search Optimization

LEADS

Conversion Optimization



Authority              Relevance

LEADS

Conversion Optimization



Authority              Relevance

LEADS

Answers Evidence



Start with the audience
Create an AI-powered personas



Job title Business categoryGeographyCompany size



Roles, goals, pain points, hopes, fears, etc.Decision criteria for selecting 
a company like yours



“Do we really know this is accurate? What’s the 
likelihood that this is correct? You didn’t validate 
this. Check these with your customers before using 
this. I don’t trust this.”

Ardath Albee
Marketing Interactions



Tell it what it missed



Ask it anything, day or night.



Name it. Save it. 
Keep training it.

Use it all the time.



1. Take me back to that moment you realized you 

needed help…

2. What was the biggest problem you were trying 

to solve?

3. What else did you try? Why didn’t it work out?

4. What almost kept you from hiring us?

5. What made you confident enough to give us a 

try?

6. When evaluating options, what was the most 

important thing to you?

10 Questions



Your Ideal Client Profile





Authority                 Relevance

LEADS

Answers Evidence



When evaluating 
options, what is the 

most important to you?

Marketing Client



When evaluating 
options, what is the 

most important to you?

Track record comes 
first, followed by 

technical capabilities 

Marketing Client



When evaluating 
options, what is the 

most important to you?

Track record comes 
first, followed by 

technical capabilities 

83 successful launches

Marketing Client

Deep expertise with all 
major launch vehicles



What was the biggest 
challenge you were 

hoping to solve? 

Marketing Client



What was the biggest 
challenge you were 

hoping to solve? 

We needed a launch 
partner that would 

handle logistics 

Marketing Client



What was the biggest 
challenge you were 

hoping to solve? 

We needed a launch 
partner that would 

handle logistics 

Logistical support from 
planning through liftoff

Marketing Client



What can you do now 
that you couldn’t do 

before?

Marketing Client



What can you do now 
that you couldn’t do 

before?

Now I don’t spend so 
much time on permits 

and compliance

Marketing Client



What can you do now 
that you couldn’t do 

before?

Now I don’t spend so 
much time on permits 

and compliance

Let us handle the 
permitting process

Marketing Client



Let’s let AI evaluate the page
Map the persona to the web copy



Our services page

• 250 words

• Vague headers

• Video

• No supportive evidence

• Ranks #47 for “launch providers”



Prompt

Paste in our 
sales page copy



Definitely some 
gaps here…



Prompt

Looks better than 
the original

…edit it



AI-Powered Competitive Analysis
Let’s give the AI some competitors pages



Prompt

Paste in your 
competitor’s copy



Competitive analysis based 
on the persona’s needs



Ask it to visualize in a 
heat map matrix

The degree to which your page 
and your competitors’ pages 

answer visitors’ top questions



Did we support our assertions?
The best pages are filled with evidence



Authority                 Relevance

LEADS

Answers Evidence



Data-Driven Empathy

Pile of unsupported 

marketing claims
Page filled with evidence



Types of evidence

• Testimonials
• Case studies / stories
• Reviews
• Awards
• Partnerships
• Certifications
• Years in business
• Size of operation
• Number of happy customers
• Best sellers



AI-powered conversion review
Let’s try ChatGPT Vision



Hello, ChatGPT Vision



What you’re 

looking for

Screenshot

Rate it. Show 

your thinking

I agree completely



Presentation Title
Subtitle

Month, #, Year

Let AI evaluate E-A-T elements
Expertise, Authoritativeness and Trust



Tell it to act as a Quality Rater.
Upload the HTML file.

Give it the target keyphrase

Paste in the page content





Give it a competitor page.
Upload the HTML file.

Paste in the page content



Let’s visualize the E-A-T 
differences

Gaps, opportunities 
and positioning



Presentation Title
Subtitle

Month, #, Year

Create a supportive image
Hello, Midjourney







GA4: Engagement Rates



Where’s bounce rate? 

Where’s engagement rate?



10+ seconds, 
2+ pages, OR 
a conversion

An engaged session is a session with…





Moving on to SEO…
Where there’s traffic, there’s hope!



A general page 

about space



It ranks very low for 

very general phrases



Data-Driven Empathy

Type of keyphrase Searcher’s intent

KNOW (Informational) Looking for answers

Wants to do it themselves

DO (Commercial) Has a product/service in mind

Considering options

GO (Navigational / Branded) Looking up a company

Wants to get to a website

“Best locations for
satellite launches”

“satellite launch 
services”

“SpacePort Co”

@Crestodina • #CMWorld



Data-Driven Empathy

Type of keyphrase Searcher’s intent

KNOW (Informational) Looking for answers

Wants to do it themselves

DO (Commercial) Has a product/service in mind

Considering options

GO (Navigational / Branded) Looking up a company

Wants to get to a website

problem aware

solution aware

brand aware



Data-Driven Empathy

Visitors who land on service 
pages are 10x more likely 

to become a lead



Data-Driven Empathy

Type of keyphrase Searcher’s intent

KNOW (Informational) Looking for answers

Wants to do it themselves

DO (Commercial) Has a product/service in mind

Considering options

GO (Navigational / Branded) Looking up a company

Wants to get to a website

Lead gen

conversion rate: 2%

Lead gen 

conversion rate: 0.2%



Data-Driven Empathy

The three types of search intent

KNOW (Informational)

DO (Commercial)

GO (Navigational)

source: Bernard Jansen, et al

80%

10%

10%

Content marketing

for the win!!

mailto:https://faculty.ist.psu.edu/jjansen/academic/pubs/jansen_user_intent.pdf


Home

Commercial Satellites Space Tourism Launch Vehicles Spaceport Services

Case Study

About Team Careers Blog

Case Study

Government Sector Private Sector Cubesat Launch Satellite Launch 
Consulting

KP: space launch services

KP: satellite launch 
services

KP: space tourism KP: space launch 
vehicles

KP: Spaceport services
In North America

KP: cubesat launch 
services

KP: private sector 
launch services

KP: government 
launch services KP: satellite launch 

consulting services

Team Bios Blog Article

KP: How to buy 
satellite insurance

Navigational query (automatic)

Commercial query (most competitive)

Commercial query (specific)

Informational query (low-intent)

Commercial query (specific, niche)

Off-nav Pages:



Home

Commercial Satellites Space Tourism Launch Vehicles Spaceport Services

Case Study

About Team Careers Blog

Case Study

Government Sector Private Sector Cubesat Launch Satellite Launch 
Consulting

KP: space launch services

KP: satellite launch 
services

KP: space tourism KP: space launch 
vehicles

KP: Spaceport services
In North America

KP: cubesat launch 
services

KP: private sector 
launch services

KP: government 
launch services KP: satellite launch 

consulting services

Team Bios Blog Article

KP: How to buy 
satellite insurance

GO

DO

DO

KNOW

DO

Off-nav Pages:



Every keyphrase is a competition.
Every page is a competitor.



Authority Relevance

LEADS

Answers Evidence



Links matter to Google



Data-Driven Empathy

Links are authority



Data-Driven Empathy

Quantity is helpful



Data-Driven Empathy

Quality is much more helpful



Data-Driven Empathy



How much authority do I have?







“Authority Score”

Link popularity 
measured by SEMrush



source: The MozBar Chrome Extension

https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/mozbar/eakacpaijcpapndcfffdgphdiccmpknp?hl=en


Turn on the MozBar Chrome extension



See the Authority of the page 
you’re looking at



Is this keyphrase too competitive?



Advertisers are bidding

A phrase competitive phrase if…

Google shows lots of features

Big players are in the rankings



Is your Authority in the same 

range as these pages?



What phrases can this page target?



The authority of 

this page is 22



Data-Driven Empathy

Know your speed. Enter races you can win.

We can win these races





…because the other pages that rank 

have an average authority of 58

“space launch services” 

has a difficulty of 58…



“satellite launch services” 

difficulty 47



“commercial satellite launch services” 

difficulty 42



“commercial satellite launch services uk” 

difficulty 36



Data-Driven Empathy

Short vs Long Keyphrases

source: How to Research Keywords, Orbit Media

https://www.orbitmedia.com/blog/how-to-research-keywords-tips/


We do not care about search volume



Data-Driven Empathy

Any page that ranks for anything also 

ranks for dozens (or hundreds) of other phrases



If the difficulty is high 

above your authority…

• Target a longer, more specific
(less competitive) phrase

• Target the phrase, then build a 
hub of content (many related 
pieces, original research, etc.)

• Do digital PR (offsite publishing)

• Write it anyway! 😄



Indicate relevance
Create compelling, keyword-focused content



Authority                 Relevance

LEADS

Answers Evidence



Important places to 

indicate relevance
1. <title>

2. <h1> header

3. Body text

4. Meta Description



A useful snippet preview tool!

A totally insufficient SEO tool 

What about Yoast?



A detailed page



A detailed page 
focused on the primary keyphrase



Target the topic.
Not just the keyphrase.



A detailed page 
focused on the primary keyphrase
and includes the related phrases and 
subtopics.



Semantically related phrases:

“small satellites”
“launch vehicles”
“low earth orbit”



Related questions and answers

“How much does it cost…?

“space launch system”

Entity names



Semantically related phrases:

“spaceflight”
“rocket launch”
“cubesat”
“launch locations”



Dozens of keyphrases

related to the topic

source

https://keywordtool.io/


Data-Driven Empathy

Target keyphrase:
“commercial satellite launch services”

Target phrase in the title

Target phrase in the header

Target phrase in the body text

Detailed page (just 250 words)

Semantically related phrases

@Crestodina • #CMWorld



The URLThe target phrase

Suggested 

frequency

Your 

frequency





Load the related phrases 
into the AI



First, tell it to categorize

Give it the list of phrases



Now they’re categorized!

Add anything it missed



This matrix shows the 
opportunities for both 

conversion and SEO

source: AI-Powered Personas

https://www.orbitmedia.com/blog/ai-marketing-personas/


Here is the scoring system 
it devised



An outline for a search and
conversion optimized page





Homepage edits based on
competitors keywords



EXPORTGet all of the phrases

We’ll focus on the homepage



Keyphrase performance for 
your homepage and 

your competitors homepages



The data and the prompt



Give it a goal.
Ask it to analyze.

These look like gaps 
(and opportunities)



A visualization helps 
you review the data.

Edit this list

A list of phrases we 
should consider adding.

Review carefully



Prompt

Paste in your 
homepage copy

Draft of new keyphrase-
focused sections

Edit this copy

🤔



Continue to Optimize
Because digital ink is never dry



Long tail from search



GA4: URL Performance





Maybe it ranks for phrases 
that aren’t yet on the page…



Include only one URLExclude branded queries

EXPORT



Prompt

It’s got it…



Clean up prompt

Check it



Looks pretty good



Prompt

Paste in the content 
of the page



It starts to analyze



The Prompt:

• Focus on missing keyphrases
• Don’t sacrifice clarity or flow
• Highlight the recommendations



What do you think?





How about these?





GA4: Search Performance Lift





Content Strategy
What information would help this persona do their job?



Lazy prompt

Typical, off-target,
undifferentiated



AI = Average Information



First, ask about the persona’s 
information needs

Relevant and aligned



Then ask for topics…

These look pretty good!



Our content is where

[audience x] finds

[information y] for

[benefit z]



Define a content mission statement
Ask for a draft mission statement
Ask for three email signup CTAs



What do we think??



source

Form an 

AI Advisory Group

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BeBCpJJu44eqoxoJwhT-OboRN8VGUEMyclh-AtEXbJY/edit#heading=h.uiw2dz9fgljh


Thank you.
Reach out anytime.

Andy Crestodina

Co-founder / CMO

773.353.8301

andy@orbitmedia.com
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